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A critical lens is an approach or viewpoint of a text based upon a critical 

theory or knowledge. To view a text through the critical lens of Feminism, for

example, is to examine the text from the point of view of a feminist - 

examining the roles, both domestic and social, played by men and women, 

and how equal the relationships between men and women are. Current 

critical lenses are Formalism/New Criticism, Post Modernism, Marxism, etc. 

Some English teachers also use the term 'critical lens' to describe the topic 

or focus of a task. The statement or question is given in order to encourage a

student to take a specific critical viewpoint of a text, and evaluate how and 

why the text supports or challenges this theory. Eg. Critical lens - " Marriage 

in The Importance of Being Earnest is discredited by Wilde as a device of 

power rather than passion." This lens asks you to focus critically on how the 

text supports or challenges this interpretation of marriage. Ads by Google 

Contacts at Sam's Club® Save Up to $100 on Select Contacts. Orders of 

$45+ Ship Free. Shop Now! SamsClubContacts. com Uptown Eyecare & 

Optical Attentive, Personalized EyeCare Affordable Competitive Contacts 

www. UptownEyeCareAndOptical. com Related reading What Is The 

'Brunswikian Lens Model'? The Brunswikian Lens Model hypothesizes two 

processes that are associated in the origination... How Can I Clean DVD Laser

Lens Myself? Cleaning a DVD laser lens is an easy task. There are quite a few

different ways in which you... What Does Critical Mean? Critical is an 

adjective. When someone is critical of someone else, he is said to be 

expressing... How To Decrease The Power Of The Lens Of Eye? To reduce 

power of an eye -- 1. splash your eye with cold water. 2. move bare foot in 

green... by Jezwyn Was this Helpful or Not Helpful 60% Helpful A critical lens 

is a type of essay or a style of writing a narrative piece. It consists of five 
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paragraphs, each covering various aspects of the topic of the essay and 

examining it critically. The writer of a critical lens essay has to follow a series

of steps in each of the five paragraphs in order to compose a good critical 

lens. The first paragraph of a critical lens essay is known as the introduction. 

It should not be more than four sentences long. In the first sentence, the 

quote or the topic must be copied verbatim exactly as it is written, as that is 

the central theme of the essay. In the second sentence, the writer must write

the quote in his or her own words, that is, how he or she interprets the topic. 

In the third sentence, the writer must write whether he or she agrees or 

disagrees with the motion, and give reasons in support of his or her answer. 

In the last sentence of the first paragraph, he or she must quote the titles of 

two books that prove his or her views. The main body of the text must be 

divided into three separate paragraphs. In the first sentence of the second 

paragraph, the writer must prove his or her point because of certain literary 

elements taken from the first book, such as the theme, the characterisation, 

the conflict and the setting of the book, followed by a sentence about how 

the author proved that the point made by the critical lens writer is true using

a literary element. The third sentence is another example of how the writer 

of the critical lens was proved right, and the fourth sentence is a summary of

the paragraph. The third paragraph is written in the same way as the second

one, but in this, it deals with the elements and opinions of the writers of the 

second book and the critical lens. The fourth paragraph of the critical lens, 

which is the third paragraph of the body, is based on experiences drawn 

from the personal life of the writer of the critical lens which proves his or her 

point of view. In the fifth and last paragraph, which is the concluding 

paragraph, the first sentence is a restatement of the quote or topic, the 
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second sentence is a summary of whether it is true or false, the third 

sentence is a prediction about the future with respect to the quote and the 

fourth sentence is a quote from a book the writer of the critical lens has 

read, which concludes the topic in one sentence. by aki Was this Helpful or 

Not Helpful 0% Helpful If you guize are too tired to even response what 

critical lens essay actually is, then you shouldn't feel any need of 

responding... Critical lens is a quote that is used as a tool to to analyse the 

work of literature. It draws your close and full attention toward the aspects of

the text, AND a critical lens essay is an exercise in an analyse literature. 

Sometimes an author would use a critical lens quotation from another author

that relates to the theme of the story to follow... THIS IS ALL WHAT MY 

TEACHER ONCE TAUGHT ME! by Sanjnarai Was this Helpful or Not Helpful 

20% Helpful Fall Inside, once mean match force cover rare chair injury better

whose absolutely discover busy surface device leader context leg studio 

hence discipline price intend over on for method his difficulty defence judge 

anything refer funny generally overall tall accept heat surround culture often

somewhat hole editor mind final gun bus pain married boy married reality 

responsible transfer share race magazine present return manager side 

centre possibly holiday write newspaper photograph increase strength faith 

suitable detailed car claim boat voice no son strange hope round flower 

drawing secure by Anonymous Was this Helpful or Not Helpful 18% Helpful A 

way for schools to further waste kids lives by Bobby412 Was this Helpful or 

Not Helpful 15% Helpful An essay that I have to write right now for english it 

really stinks! Totally ugh by Anonymous Was this Helpful or Not Helpful 0% 

Helpful Its an essay by Anonymous Was this Helpful or Not Helpful Ads by 

Google Exercise Your Brain Games You Didn't Know Existed to Fight Brain 
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